SwiftPLAN- Rapid deployment to help companies manage
COVID-19 related planning disruptions
Safeguard Your Supply Chain
Today, supply chains are being severely disrupted from both demand and supply perspectives and are central as the driver for a
sustainable rebound.

Companies must develop a rapid response to address current disruptions and strengthen operations in preparation for potential future
value chain risks and a new normal.
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During and After the COVID Pandemic, Supply Chain Disruptions will affect companies
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•

Supply uncertainties – Factory shut downs, Challenges with Raw material availability, Disruptions
in Transportation

•

Fulfilment Challenges – Restrictions both domestic and international, stretched lead times due to
Customs / stringent hygiene / reduced manpower

•

Demand Volatility – Shutdown extensions and lifts with varying duration leading to surge in
demand, visibility of this demand across regions/countries, shorter lead times to respond

Automotive

Discrete Manufacturing

Pharma

Paper & Packaging

How the Solution will help

Break down planning silos
through connected and
integrated planning processes

Scenario planning / What-if
analysis of actual or hypothetical
changes to demand or supply

React faster to short term
demand changes with pattern
recognition based algorithms

End-to-end visibility on
strategic, tactical & operational
level and across internal or
external data

Maximize the efficiency of
inventory and working capital

Engagement Steps
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Identify the pain
points

Enable
Model
Solution on
SAP IBP

Let’s talk
If you’re ready to accelerate the transformation of your
enterprise and build supply chain collaboration capabilities
with an integrated SAP IBP solution, we’re ready to help.
Contact us to get the conversation started—to request a
demo, or to get additional insights that can help you
strategically respond to today’s big supply-and-demand
challenges.

Mustafa Merchant
Mustafa.Merchant@TechMahindra.com

Prashant Ghule
Prashant.Ghule@TechMahindra.com
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